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RETIRE
RICH
Even with a steady income, most Canadians have difficulty
reconciling their needs with their financial realities. So
what happens after retirement? CREW asked a quartet
of real estate experts to provide four different strategies
– each beginning at a different stage of an investor’s life –
for building a portfolio that can provide a $50,000-a-year
income for 15 years after retirement

C

anadians are not often touted for our ability to save
money. The average debt-to-disposable-income ratio
in Canada rose to 167.8 in September 2017, a stunning
admission of just how many of us have resorted to
living on credit – and how many of us are spending a
considerable portion of our paychecks on weed-like interest payments.
Those interest payments, along with the rising cost of living, are a
major reason behind our inability to get ahead. A 2015 BMO survey
found that 24% of respondents had virtually no savings, while 56%
had less than $10,000 on hand.
If you are one of the millions of Canadians having trouble building
a nest egg in 2018, you’ve probably thought more than once – and less
than optimistically – about what your retirement is going to look like.
In 2015, Statistics Canada revealed that fewer than 38% of Canadian
employees were covered by a registered pension plan (a full 3% lower
than in 2000), leaving the remaining 62% to survive on a combination
of CPP and Old Age Security [OAS] pension payments.
From January to March 2018, the maximum monthly OAS
payment will be $586.66. The maximum monthly CPP payment for
26
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2018 is $1,134.17. (The average is much lower at $641.63.) While a
number of other benefits are available for low-income retirees, most
Canadians won’t be in a position to take advantage of them – leaving
them, if they retired tomorrow, with a guaranteed base income that
could be less than $1,300 a month (and that’s if the current CPP
structure is in place). Simply working for a few more years – a decision
being made by a growing number of Canadians – won’t be enough to
lay the foundation for a comfortable retirement. To spend your golden
years freely, you need your money to be working for you now so that
you won’t be scrounging for it when you’re 70.
And that’s where CREW comes in. We want you to thrive during
your retirement – travel, spoil your grandkids, treat yourself to that
new hip you’ve had your eye on – and one of the most reliable methods
of doing so is by investing in real estate. On the following pages, some
of CREW’s favourite investors will guide you through four distinct
investment strategies for generating an annual income of $50,000 for 15
years after retirement, depending on whether you’re getting started in
your 20s, 30s, 40s or 50s. These investors prove that while it’s never too
early to start investing in real estate, it’s also rarely too late.
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GETTING STARTED
IN YOUR

20s

Sahil Jaggi

Sahil Jaggi presents an eclectic 20-year strategy that could
see investors leaving the rat race long before they turn 65

T

he best part about investing young,
especially when you are in your 20s,
is the fact that the dream of retiring
rich – and even early – is not necessarily a
distant reality. When I started in real estate
in 2010 at the age of 24, I had $80,000 to
invest; I now have a portfolio of 10 Torontoarea properties worth nearly $10 million.
But real estate represents many things
to me. It’s my career, my passion and, most
important for our purposes here, my chosen
road to a planned early retirement. If you’re
in your 20s and looking for a way to leave
the rat race before you turn 70, the following
guide should help you take the first few steps
on your own journey.
Planning for retirement might not come
naturally to you in your 20s, but if you start
saving from an early age and make intelligent
investments, you will have a significantly
larger retirement fund than if you started at
a much later age. Remember, it’s never too
early to make the rest of your life the best of
your life.

Getting started

First things first: I believe in setting goals
at the outset. In this example, let’s have the
goal of starting investing in real estate at 25
and retiring at 50 with a $6 million portfolio.
(I assume this will sound very appealing to
most of my fellow Canadian millennials.)
Also, let’s set the framework with the
following three simple assumptions across

1. An interest rate of 3% per annum with
a 25-year amortization period
2. Price appreciation of 5% per annum,
based on the 5.82% compounded
annual growth in Toronto over the
past 30 years
3. Rental income increase of 1% per year
all investments:
Keep in mind that in order to buy your
first property, it is paramount that you have
a stable job that provides a decent income,
as well as a strong credit score, as your
mortgage approval is contingent on both of
these factors.

The ongoing strategy

There are various strategies of building a
real estate portfolio, but for this guide, we
will be focusing on residential properties. To
acquire your first property, I recommend you
engage a real estate consultant with a stellar
investment track record, as his or her history
of successful investing will increase your
probability of outperforming the market.
The consultant can help guide you on
various metrics to evaluate a property’s
appreciation potential, including location,
ease of connectivity and access to public
transit, distance to the downtown core,
good rental rates in neighbouring properties,
and upcoming developments by reputable
builders.

Property 1
Detached bungalow with a
basement apartment
Goal: Building equity
Since this is your first purchase, I suggest
using your employment savings and a family
co-guarantee as your source of funds. You
will live in the main floor and rent out the
basement. Your intention is to refinance this
property in Year 10 of this plan based on
capital appreciation.
PORTFOLIO: YEAR 1
Property type: Detached home
Value: $450,000
Loan: $405,000
Equity: $45,000
LTV: 90%
Portfolio LTV: 90%
Cash outflow: None (Principal residence)
Cash inflow (rent): $1,250
Net cash flow: $1,250
Total monthly cash flow: $1,250

Property 2
Semi-detached home with
a basement apartment
Goal: Generating rental income
This property, ideally located in the
downtown core of your chosen city, will be
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Property 4: Triplex

THREE LESSONS LEARNED
Once a month I spend time talking to university students as a guest lecturer on the topic of real estate,
where I like to share my experiences and the valuable lessons I’ve learned. Here are three I hope you’ll
find helpful:
1. Despite having little guidance, I matured as an investor through my own experiences. I’ve been
fortunate – the research I’ve done into my market has paid off – but if I were to do it again, I
would have taught myself or sought guidance from savvy investment specialists.
2. I wouldn’t have invested in a condo as my first property. Condos have high maintenance costs
without much rental yield compared to other investments. (Investing in a condo at a later point,
however, can add value to a stable portfolio.) Freehold properties, on the other hand, give investors an
excellent head start in terms of their potential to appreciate, maximize rental income and build equity.
3. I didn’t hire a property manager initially and soon found myself overwhelmed trying to be a
jack of all trades – mastering just as many as you’d expect. Don’t be afraid to hire a professional
to maintain your properties; you can often get by employing a part-timer at a reasonable wage.
purchased in the fifth year of the plan. From
now on, your source of funding – saved rental
income and job savings – will be the same for
all investments. Your intention should be to
retain this property until retirement and use
it for refinancing in year 15.
PORTFOLIO: YEAR 5
Property type: Detached home
Value: $574,326
Loan: $346,172
Equity: $228,154
LTV: 60%
Portfolio LTV: 70%
Cash outflow: –
Cash inflow (rent): $1,313
Net cash flow: $1,313
Property type: Semi-detached home
Value: $600,000
Loan: $480,000
Equity: $120,000
LTV: 80%
Portfolio LTV: –
Cash outflow: $2,550
Cash inflow (rent): $3,520
Net cash flow: $970
Total monthly cash flow: $2,283

Property 3:
Student housing
Goal: Increased rental income
In Year 10, you make the leap to student
housing, looking for a property that’s close
to a university campus and can house 15
students. It can be stressful dealing with
young tenants, but your experiences as
28
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landlord of Properties 1 and 2 will help you
surmount those obstacles. The cash flow
will make hanging on to this property until
retirement quite sensible.
PORTFOLIO: YEAR 10
Property type: Detached home
Value: $733,002
Loan: $513,101*
Equity: $219,901
LTV: 70%
Cash outflow: –
Cash inflow (rent): $1,380
Net cash flow: $1,380
Property type: Semi-detached home
Value: $765,768
Loan: $410,278
Equity: $355,490
LTV: 54%
Cash outflow: $2,550
Cash inflow (rent): $3,700
Net cash flow: $1,150
Property type: Student housing
Value: $1,500,000
Loan: $1,200,000
Equity: $300,000
LTV: 80%
Cash outflow: $7,278
Cash inflow (rent): $12,000
Net cash flow: $4,722
Total monthly cash flow: $7,252
Portfolio LTV: 70%
*Refinanced @ 70%: $513,101
Remaining loan: $277,900
Remaining funds: $235,201
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Goal: Increased rental income
Finding a triplex close the centre of the
community you’re investing in should result
in solid demand and cut down on potential
vacancies. With your number of tenants
increasing, you can expect to dedicate more
time to managing your properties.
By Year 15, however, you should have
around $9,000 in rental income coming
in every month, which should make the
increased property management load worth
it. Remember, all the hard work you’re doing
is an investment in your freedom.
PORTFOLIO: YEAR 15
Property type: Detached home
Value: $935,517
Loan: 438,570
Equity: $496,947
LTV: 47%
Cash outflow: –
Cash inflow (rent): $1,451
Net cash flow: $1,451
Property type: Semi-detached home
Value: $977,336
Loan: $684,135*
Equity: $293,201
LTV: 70%
Cash outflow: $2,550
Cash inflow (rent): $3,889
Net cash flow: $1,339
Property type: Student housing
Value: $1,914,422
Loan: $1,025,695
Equity: $888,727
LTV: 54%
Cash outflow: $7,278
Cash inflow (rent): $1,2612
Net cash flow: $5,334
Property type: Triplex
Value: $1,500,000
Loan: $900,000
Equity: $600,000
LTV: 60%
Cash outflow: $5,859
Cash inflow (rent): $6,950
Net cash flow: $1,091
Total monthly cash flow: $9,215
Portfolio LTV: 57%
*Refinanced @ 70%: $684,135
Remaining loan: $329,362
Remaining funds: $354,773
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If you simply sit pretty without any
further investment, your portfolio will look
something like this at the 20-year mark:
PORTFOLIO: YEAR 20
Property type: Detached home
Value: $1,193,983
Loan: $479,777
Equity: $714,206
LTV: 40%
Cash outflow: –
Cash inflow (rent): $1,525
Net cash flow: $1,525

Property type: Student housing
Value: $2,443,341
Loan: $823,406
Equity: $1,619,935
LTV: 34%
Cash outflow: $7,278
Cash inflow (rent): $13,255
Net cash flow: $5,977

Property type: Semi-detached home
Value: $1,247,356
Loan: $584,761
Equity: $662,595
LTV: 46%
Cash outflow: $2,550
Cash inflow (rent): $4,087
Net cash flow: $1,537

Property type: Triplex
Value: $1,914,422
Loan: $769,271
Equity: $1,145,151
LTV: 40%
Cash outflow: $5,859
Cash inflow (rent): $7,304
Net cash flow: $1,091

Portfolio LTV: 40%

Total monthly cash flow: $10,130

By now, you will have reached your
investment goal of a $6 million-plus portfolio
that is generating more than $10,000 a
month in rental income. Congratulations!
This is the strategy that took me from
living in a 500-square-foot basement unit
to living in my own beautiful lake house by
age 32. I often sit peacefully in my backyard,
watching the sun setting and thinking of the
endless possibilities of where this journey
could lead me in another few years. I hope
you’ll find yourself in a similar position
before too long.

GETTING STARTED IN YOUR 20s: RYAN CARR
CREW readers will be familiar with Ryan Carr from his articles on renovating investment
properties, but before he became an expert on maximizing rental returns, Carr was a
24-year-old mechanic building luxury armoured cars and paying off the mortgage on his
first home. About six months after settling into that house in the Durham area, Carr’s
Realtor called him with an intriguing offer.
“She said, ‘Look, I have something here I think you might be interested in. You just have
to trust me,’” Carr recalls. “And I did. And it worked out.”
That home, an Oshawa bungalow with an unfinished basement that Carr quickly turned
into a second unit, remained his only investment property until two years later, when he
was laid off from his mechanic job. Rather than look for new 9-to-5 shackles, he decided
to concentrate on real estate. Within three years, he had accumulated more than 20 doors
in his portfolio.
When he purchased his first home, Carr says he was determined to come to the table
with a 20% down payment in order to lower his mortgage. But he soon learned that
building a successful portfolio requires leverage.
“I’ve learned that to get incredible returns in real estate, the use of leverage is
critical. A lot of people who have 9-to-5 jobs will think that ‘mortgage’ is a dirty word. As
an investor, I think the exact opposite: How many mortgages can I get? Every time I get a
new mortgage, it’s exciting. It’s been a total psychological shift.”
Having recently turned 30, Carr still has a few years before retirement comes calling.
But he feels the security and variety of returns offered by real estate make it an
excellent base on which to build a retirement plan.
“As an investor, real estate gives you a little bit of cash for now, a little bit of hidden
money that you can’t really access when you pay down the mortgage, and it gives you a
little bit of gravy on top, which would be the appreciation,” Carr says, “so it covers three
key areas of what would be a really cool retirement program for anyone, young or old.”
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GETTING STARTED
IN YOUR

30s

Sarah Larbi

Sarah Larbi outlines a straightforward, cash-flow-focused
buy-and-hold strategy

G

etting started investing in real estate
in your 30s is truly the best of both
worlds. You’re still young enough
to make an impact on your life now and
retire much earlier than the standard 65.
(In fact, this plan should allow you to retire
in your 50s.) You’re also old enough to have
established yourself in some type of job or
career that is bringing in better income than
when you were in your 20s – and ideally,
you’ve stowed away enough in your bank
account to allow for unforeseen emergencies.
Your goal is to reach $1 million in net
worth, but your true success will come in the
form of a $50,000-a-year income. To be truly

of property is usually not time-intensive
and will allow you to continue living your
life without being too bogged down with
real-estate-related demands. Managing my
current portfolio takes less than two hours
per month, so if you are limited for time,
this is one of the simplest and surest ways to
reach your goal.

Getting started
STEP 1 Narrow down to one market of
interest and become an expert on it
As a long term buy-and-hold investor, you
will make money in three ways: from cash
flow, mortgage pay-down and appreciation.

If you are limited for time, this is
one of the simplest and surest
ways to reach your goal
free to live the retirement of your choice,
you will want to ensure that your real estate
investments produce a monthly cash flow that
will allow you to replace your salary.
To ensure you have balance in your
life and have time to focus on your other
priorities such as work and family, we’ll
look at a buy-and-hold strategy, focusing
on single-family homes where the tenants
are responsible for paying the utilities and
maintaining the yard. Managing this type
30
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I recommend looking for cash flow as your
number-one criteria. The best markets for
cash flow are generally those that are one to
two hours outside of any major city, where
house prices are much cheaper but the
fundamentals of investing still make sense.
Look for signs of population and job growth,
transportation developments, increased
applications to the area’s post-secondary
schools, increasing household incomes, and a
variety of different industries and employers.
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You will want to look for starter homes,
ideally those with three bedrooms. These
are the easiest types of properties to rent in
most markets and have always been in high
demand throughout the years. You can still
find houses for under $250,000 that rent for
$1,600 to $1,650 per month within two hours
of a number of markets.
To figure out the local rental market, use
sites like Kijiji to research your chosen area.
Look at what is being listed for rent and how
much rent other landlords are seeking. See
how many views these posts have had and
how long ago they were initially posted. This
will allow you to get an idea of the area’s
supply and demand.
Also check the wanted ads posted by
prospective tenants to get an idea of what
they are looking for but unable to find.
Look into submarkets to get a feel for which
neighbourhoods are in higher demand and
which to stay away from. You may also
want to research school zones and school
ratings if you plan to market to families
with children.
Work with a Realtor who is also an
investor in that market. Realtors who are not
investors will not know what an actual deal is,
nor will they really understand the numbers,
so don’t overlook this advice. Together, start
looking at properties in your chosen area so
you can buy good deals as soon as they hit the
market. Continue to build a team of experts
and professionals, and make sure you speak
to a mortgage broker about your goals prior
to starting. Your Realtor can also help you
by sharing their team of tradespeople. At
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a minimum, you will want to have a house
inspector, handyman, plumber and electrician
on hand and available when needed.

The ongoing strategy
STEP 2 : Buy one single-family starter

home every two years for 15 years
The first couple of properties will be the
hardest to acquire, as you will most likely
need to use your own savings for the down
payment. Over time, you’ll be able to use the
equity you’ve built up from these properties.
A house worth $250,000 will require a down
payment of $50,000, but you should budget
for a total of $60,000 to account for closing
costs and any minor repairs.
If you do not have the $60,000 needed
to get started, that shouldn’t be a reason
to give up and wait another decade. Try to
think outside the box and be resourceful.
For example, you can start investing with
a friend or someone you know who has the
money, or at least a portion of it. You can set
up a joint-venture partnership and split the

deal in whichever way you deem to be fair
and reasonable. It’s better to have a portion
of something than 100% of nothing. As the
property cash-flows, use that income to help
accelerate your savings for the next property’s
down payment.
If you’re doing this alone, your plan will be
to buy one property every two years over the
next 15 years for a total of eight cash-flowing
properties. If you’re teaming up with someone
to help with the money or to hold the
mortgages, you will be sharing the profits. In
that case, aim to have 16 total houses instead.
Because the mortgages are being paid
down by your tenants and there will be some
slight appreciation each year, you may also
be able to use the equity from your properties
to help with the down payments on future
properties if needed.
STEP 3 Hold all properties and retire
in 20 years
Because you started in your 30s, by the time
you reach your 50s, you will be ready to retire.

THE JOYS OF LANDLORD-ING
Tenants can make the
experience of owning
properties amazing or
awful, depending on whom
you give the keys to. Most
tenants are fine, but you must thoroughly
screen all tenants before signing any leases.
In most provinces, getting rid of a non-paying
tenant can often be brutally frustrating.
If you aren’t sure how to screen tenants, ask
your Realtor or a paralegal to handle the process.
If you do get stuck with a non-paying tenant,
get your paralegal on it right away. If you aren’t
completely sure how to fill out the paperwork,
whether it be an N4 or N11, do not attempt to do
it on your own. It will result in a delayed process
and create unnecessary headaches.
Twenty years and eight properties is all it will
take for you to achieve your goal of $1 million
in equity and $50,000 a year in income. In
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fact, based on the chart below, not only will
you have $947,722 of equity from appreciation,
but also an additional $485,958 of equity from
the mortgages paid down by your tenants.
After 20 years, your total net worth from these
eight properties will be $1.4 million.
The annual income of $51,492 that you
have created through this process is truly
what will allow you to have the freedom you
want. You will be able to continue doing all
the things you love while also being able
to save for any future unknowns. You will
no longer need to trade in your time for a
paycheck. Instead, you will decide whether
you want to keep your day job or if you’d
prefer to follow another passion.
You will have achieved what most people
can only dream of achieving, all because you
decided to take action in your 30s rather than
letting excuses stand in your way. Looking
back, you’ll realize that the sacrifices were
both minimal and well worth it. What other
investment would allow you to create this
much income and increase your net worth in
so little time?

GETTING STARTED IN YOUR 30s: MICHAEL AND JENN RICHTER
“I was on the road 12 to 14 hours a day, working
my tail off. I realized I was going to spend more
time in my life working for someone else and not
achieving what I want,” says Michael Richter
about the impetus behind his and wife Jenn’s foray
into real estate. The Richters had ony planned
on buying a pair of properties as alternatives to
RESPs for their two children, but once the returns
started piling up, the desire to acquire more
became impossible to ignore.
“It really hit me when we were on vacation a couple of years ago,” Richter says. “I was cashing
cheques and realized in that moment that I could be anywhere in the world and operate this business and
still make money, day and night.”
The Richters are clearly enjoying their time as investors, which they attribute to their concentration
on new-build properties in the Milton region, which require almost no maintenance and are under
warranty for three years. Their current portfolio of five tenanted properties (with two more set to
close soon) allows the couple and their children the freedom to live the lives they want now while also
providing for a stable future.
Getting to this point, however, did involve a fair amount of financial discomfort. “None of what we
did is easy,” Richter says. “We were always stretching our limits.” He says the couple has had to rely on
a variety of financing options – including credit cards and HELOCs – in order to close their deals. “But
we had very good lenders working with us,” Richter says. “They were able to build up our case, and they
approved us at a conventional mortgage rate, which really helped us too.”

Appreciation
Property

Year 1

Year 3

Year 5

Year 7

Year 9

Year 11

Year 13

Year 15

Year 20
property
values

Equity built
through
appreciation

House 1

$250,000

$265,225

$281,377

$298,513

$316,693

$335,979

$356,440

$378,147

$438,377

$188,377

$105,691

$294,068

$255,000

$270,530

$287,005

$304,483

$323,026

$342,699

$363,569

$421,476

$166,476

$85,679

$252,155

$260,000

$275,834

$292,632

$310,454

$329,360

$349,418

$405,072

$145,072

$73,750

$218,822

$270,000

$286,443

$303,887

$322,394

$342,028

$396,504

$126,504

$63,542

$190,046

$280,000

$297,052

$315,142

$334,335

$387,585

$107,585

$53,405

$160,990

$290,000

$307,661

$326,398

$378,384

$88,384

$43,368

$131,752

$320,000

$339,488

$393,560

$73,560

$35,687

$109,247

$325,000

$376,764

$51,764

$24,836

$76,600

$3,197,722

$947,722

$485,958

$1,433,680

House 2
House 3
House 4
House 5
House 6
House 7
House 8
Total

Mortgage
paid down by Total net worth
tenants

Rental income
Property

Year 1

House 1

$19,200

House 2

Year 3

Year 5

Year 7

Year 9

Year 11

Year 13

Year 15

Year 20

Annual cash flow* (net income)

$19,780

$20,378

$20,994

$21,629

$22,282

$22,956

$23,650

$25,477

$7,872

$19,780

$20,378

$20,994

$21,628

$22,282

$22,955

$23,649

$25,477

$7,644

$20,378

$20,994

$21,628

$22,282

$22,956

$23,650

$25,477

$7,416

$20,994

$21,629

$22,282

$22,956

$23,650

$25,477

$6,948

$21,629

$22,283

$22,956

$23,650

$25,478

$6,492

$22,283

$22,957

$23,650

$25,478

$6,036

$22,957

$23,651

$25,479

$4,656

$23,651

$25,479

$4,428

$189,200

$203,823

$51,492

House 3
House 4
House 5
House 6
House 7
House 8
Total

$19,200

$39,560

$61,134

$83,976

$108,143

$133,695

$160,693

* Cash flow is calculated based on the assumptions of a 4% mortgage rate at 20% down over a 30-year amortization; average rent starting at $1,600 and increasing 1.5% annually; and expenses that include 4% for maintenance, 4% for
capital expenditures, 10% for vacancies and contingencies, $2,500 per year for taxes, and $80 per month for insurance.
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GETTING STARTED
IN YOUR

40s

Michael Dominguez

Michael Dominguez shares his Triple Crown Club method for
building lasting wealth with a streamlined portfolio

W

hen I entered my 40s, I was
in a great new relationship
with my eventual wife, Lisa,
but professionally I was unhappy and
needed some kind of change. The thought
of starting a new career scared me, but
Lisa’s income allowed me to leave my job
and become a Realtor – right before the
economic collapse of 2008. At that point, I
seriously considered calling my old company
and seeing if I could somehow get my old
job back.
Then I discovered real estate investing,
something I never really considered an
option for me. As a Realtor, I had helped a
few people buy investment properties, and I
could see the revenue and wealth that could
be gained from them. I knew I was smarter
than some of the clients I was helping to
build their wealth, so I dove in.
Lisa and I have purchased at least one
property every year since 2010. One
property a year might not seem like much,
but financial security is about quality, not
quantity. For me, buying quality properties in
quality locations that generate enough cash
flow to cover all of their monthly expenses
and still have a little money left over was the
key. We started by getting a home equity
line of credit [HELOC] on our principal
residence, which gave us the down payments
needed to purchase our first few properties.
Because these were well located properties,
mostly in the GTA, we have ridden the
appreciation wave over past eight years.
Those first few properties have all been
34
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refinanced or sold, allowing us to generate
the cash needed for the down payments
on our other properties. Although we
have done a few deals with joint-venture
partners, we have stayed away from deals
where the ‘money partner’ brings nothing
to the table other than cash. I have
intentionally chosen strategic partners for
my deals, and we split the down payment
and renovation costs.
The best way I can describe building
wealth through real estate is that it’s like a
continual trickle of water coming from the
tap: It may not seem like much at any one
time, but taken as a whole after a few years
of intelligent investing, that trickle often
becomes a pool.

Getting started

Real estate investing should be a tool to
improve your life, not just another duty to be
added to your already busy schedule. Quality
properties in quality neighbourhoods,
which attract quality tenants, will improve
your quality of life. Don’t get caught up in
the hysteria of needing to buy dozens of
properties and deal with hundreds of tenants
in order to make a significant difference.
Buying three quality properties and letting
time take its course is the main recipe for
building significant, long-term wealth.
One of the advantages of starting this
real estate journey in your 40s is that you
have had the chance to build a little bit
of wealth and stability in other aspects of
your life. Hopefully, besides grey hairs and
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some budge around the waistline, other
things you’ve gained since you entered the
workforce include a solid credit rating, some
equity in your principal residence and a few
bucks in savings.
The kind of properties I look for in an
investment might not be the same kind of
home you want to live in. That said, if you
buy a tired old home in a spotty community,
expect to attract spotty tenants. I like to
start with the end in mind before choosing a
property. I want a property that will appeal
to a great young couple who are a few years
from buying their first home, or a divorced
parent who wants to stay in a solid school
district until they can buy a new place on
their own. To get that tenant, you need a
property where they will want to live.
Here are my criteria for finding quality
properties:

1. Market

I still want a property that I can drive
to and keep my eye on, but it needs to be in a
market with good fundamentals: a strong
economy, job growth, population gains and
rising prices. Just because a property is cheap
doesn’t mean it’s a good deal.

2. Neighbourhood

Within each community, there are
better areas then others. I want to be in a nice
neighbourhood with well kept lawns and well
maintained homes. We’ve tried owning
properties in ‘transitioning’ neighbourhoods,
but we had a tough time attracting the kind
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of tenants we wanted, so we had nothing but
headaches from subpar tenants.

3. Style and age of house

I love the properties that have legal
second suites. That’s my specialty. My
tenants want a nice neighbourhood
with a nice yard. In the Durham Region,
I focus on 1960s or newer bungalows and
split-level properties.

4. Price point

No matter how nice a property is or
where it’s located, there is an upper limit to
how much rental income you can receive. A
renovated two-unit home simply delivers
more rent than any single-family home in the
same community. I need a property that can
generate enough rent to cover the mortgage,
property taxes, insurance and other
miscellaneous expenses. I would prefer a new
home or one just a few years old, but I find
that the purchase price and improvement
costs associated with a new property often
put it into a negative cash-flow position.

5. Quality of the unit

Spend the money to make your
property better than most of your
competitors. You can pick and choose your
tenants if your place is the best available at
that time. Yes, renovation costs can add up,
but if the tenant always pays the market rent
and respects you and your property, your
experience as a landlord will be much
more positive.

Some rent-juicing renos include a
nice kitchen and backsplash, an updated
bathroom vanity, newer appliances, a
proper paint job, quality light fixtures, nice
flooring, and air conditioning.

The ongoing strategy

This is going to sound overly simplistic, but
if you’re making the right decisions, the road
to a comfortable retirement can be quite

Year 10: Triple Crown Club portfolio
Property

Purchase
price

Down
payment

Mortgage
amount

Value after
10 years

Mortgage
after 10
years

Property 1

$500,000

$100,000

$400,000

$740,122

$307,227

Property 2

$525,000

$105,000

$420,000

$777,128

$322,589

Property 3

$550,000

$110,000

$440,000

$814,134

$337,950

$1,575,000

$315,000

$1,260,000

$2,331,384

$967,766

Total

Based on an average annual growth of 4%. Down payment is 20% of the purchase price; mortgage is on a 30-year amortization. Cash flow will be
counted as bonus money, but each investment carries itself.
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GETTING STARTED IN YOUR 40s:
DAVID AND ANITA PITSCHNER
Having purchased
their first three
investment
properties in the
last year, David
Pitschner and
his wife, Anita,
are still very
much investment
newbies. But Pitschner, who lives in Kitchener
and has worked for the beverage division of
Mars Canada for 16 years, is already hooked.
“If I could go faster, I would,” he says.
Prior to buying his first investment property
at 48, Pitschner had invested in a Florida-based
flipping company looking to capitalize on the
state’s post-2008 housing crash. But as the
Florida market recovered, his returns began
shrinking. “I went from a 10% return to an 8%
return,” Pitschner says. “When the person I was
investing with wanted to knock it down to 7%, I
said, ‘You know, it’s just not worth it.”
One of Pitschner’s co-workers had been
encouraging him for years to “just buy a
house” as an investment, but given the
demands of his job, he feared he wouldn’t be
able to give his property or his tenants the
attention they deserved. When Anita agreed
to take on the couple’s property management
duties, however, the path forward was
virtually unobstructed. Using the equity in
their home, which had tripled in value over the
years, the Pitschners purchased three homes
in Brantford in quick succession.
Pitschner says his rapid buying was inspired
by the increased action taking place in the
Brantford market, where investor capital
has been pouring in. He has been careful
not to over-leverage himself, but the rising
property prices have forced him to start
exploring other cities, such as London and
St. Catharines. Although he wants to avoid
having his properties spread too far apart,
Pitschner says he’s also mindful of what a hot
market can do to cap rates. “It hasn’t been a
financial success yet,” he says, “but part of it
is patience. I think the biggest thing is putting
together a team to get it right.”
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straightforward. The goal is purchasing
three quality properties in an area with
strong economic fundamentals that generate
positive cash flow. Sounds like something
you can do, doesn’t it?
This strategy assumes that you own
your principal residence and are willing
to leverage a HELOC to purchase your
three homes. In this example, $315,000
of your HELOC is used to make a 20%
down payment on three quality homes
worth more than $1.5 million in real estate.
Based on 4% appreciation and regular
mortgage pay-down, the market value of
your three properties would balloon into
$2.33 million, while the mortgage debt
reduces down to $967,000.
In 10 years, your properties have a net
value after debt of over $1.36 million, so
even after paying back your initial line of
credit you used for the down payment, these
three properties earned you a net-worth
increase alone of over a million dollars.
And that says nothing of your cash flow.
The Triple Crown Club strategy is based
on finding highly desirable, legally suited
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properties, which means you will be earning
two rents every month for as long as you
own your properties. After a down payment
of 20%, a $550,000 property will cost you
approximately $2,500 a month in mortgage
payments and other fees.
Let’s assume that same property, if
it’s in great condition and has multiple
bedrooms in its secondary suite, rents for
a total of $3,200. That one property alone
could be netting you more than $8,000 a
year. Multiply that by three properties and
20 years, and your retirement savings are
looking a whole lot healthier.
Three properties may not be enough to
generate an extra $50,000 a year in income,
but they will put you in a position to chase
that cash if you so desire. You can sell one
or more of your properties or refinance
them in order to buy more. After a few
years as a successful real estate investor –
gaining confidence as a landlord, becoming
more accustomed to that new stream of
income – you’ll be more than ready to make
that decision.
We can all do it – one door at a time.

THE SPIRIT
OF EXIT:
Dollar-for-Dollar Matching Program

One of the things that real estate professionals do best
is give back to the communities they serve. Many are
long-time residents themselves of the neighbourhoods
where they list and sell homes and they volunteer their
time and expertise, and commit their money, to enrich
the lives of those around them.
When EXIT Realty Corp. International was launched in 1996,
Founder and Chairman, Steve Morris, incorporated charitable
giving into the company’s business model, known as the
EXIT Formula. A portion of every transaction fee received
by EXIT Realty Corp. International is pledged to charity. In
2004, the company began a long and successful affiliation
with Habitat for Humanity when it sponsored the first of many
home builds. In 2016, the company introduced a program to
match funds raised by its brokerages and agents to benefit
Habitat for Humanity initiatives in their local communities.
In 2017, the program was expanded making it possible
for EXIT Associates to raise funds for not only Habitat for
Humanity initiatives but also for other approved, registered

in a targeted fundraising campaign. In 2017, Habitat GO
embarked on its largest project to-date; the construction
of 16 townhouses on a parcel of land in Orleans, Ontario.
A.J. Plant, Regional Owner of EXIT Realty Eastern Ontario,
applied to have EXIT’s program match the funds raised in
the campaign to the tune of $20,000. However, the success
of the campaign exceeded expectations and $31,654.97 was
raised. Along with EXIT’s match, a total of $51,654.97 was
donated to Habitat GO.
In another part of the country, one of EXIT Realty Advantage’s
top producing agents, Pam Doak, worked with Habitat for
Humanity Fredericton (New Brunswick) Area Inc. to secure
three lots on which the organization will build new homes
over the next three years. Doak pledged the commission
she earned from the transaction to Habitat and reached
out to EXIT’s matching program to double the money she
contributed. Doak pledged $2,450.38 which was matched
by EXIT Realty Corp. International for a total of $4900.76
donated to Habitat for Humanity Fredericton Area.

Many of our Associates work tirelessly to raise funds for charity in their communities,” said Tami
Bonnell, CEO, EXIT Realty Corp. International. “We believe that by matching the funds they raise,
we can have an even greater impact than ever before. The Spirit of EXIT Dollar-for-Dollar Matching
Program allows EXIT to touch more lives.”
charities and submit a proposal to EXIT Realty Corp.
International for those funds to be matched dollar-for-dollar
from EXIT Realty’s pledged pool of funds. The new program
was dubbed The Spirit of EXIT: Dollar-for-Dollar Matching
Program.
Since the inception of the matching program, funds have
been raised across North America in golf tournaments,
silent auctions, raffles, galas and more and those funds have
been matched by EXIT Realty Corp. International benefitting
local communities. Associates have pledged their own
commission income to charity and applied to the program to
have those funds matched.
In one example, the Region of EXIT Realty Eastern Ontario
collaborated with Habitat for Humanity Greater Ottawa

“Many of our Associates work tirelessly to raise funds for
charity in their communities,” said Tami Bonnell, CEO, EXIT
Realty Corp. International. “We believe that by matching the
funds they raise, we can have an even greater impact than
ever before. The Spirit of EXIT Dollar-for-Dollar Matching
Program allows EXIT to touch more lives.”
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GETTING STARTED
IN YOUR

50s

Michael Ponte

For investors who think it’s too late, Michael Ponte presents
a strategy based on cash flow and immediate equity

I

n your 50s, retirement is just around the
corner. This thought can be very stressful,
especially if you haven’t really planned
for it. Creating a retirement strategy in your
50s can be overwhelming, but the important
thing to remember is it’s not too late.
Prices have risen so drastically in the last
few years in markets like Vancouver and
Toronto that it can feel like you’ve missed
the boat. But history has shown us time
and time again that the best time to invest
in real estate is today. Instead of looking at
what was missed, start looking at where the
next opportunity will be.
Many of my real estate investor clients
started their journeys in their later years
– and made fortunes. The secret is having
clear goals and staying focused on your
investment plan in order to achieve them.

Getting started

Before creating your plan, the first step is
to know what goal you want to achieve. For
this guide, the goal is to create a retirement
income of $50,000 annually before age 65.
This might seem like a difficult task, and
you might assume that you would need
hundreds of properties to accomplish this
goal. But that simply isn’t the case, so don’t
be discouraged.
Many real estate investors boil their
strategies down to quantity versus quality.
If your goal is to generate a passive income,
look for solid cash-flowing properties – the
fewer, the better – that will help you get there
while requiring as little work from you as
38
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possible. To achieve $50,000 in retirement
income, you will focus on quality investment
properties with strong cash flow that will
have immediate equity from day one. Time
is not in your favour, so selecting the right
property for every purchase is a must.
For this example, we’ll assume that you’ve
owned your personal residence in Vancouver,
which you purchased for $200,000, for the
last 25 years. The property has significantly
appreciated since then and is now is worth
more than $1.3 million. (Some of you
may think this is a stretch, but believe me
when I tell you that I’m actually staying

conservative with my valuations.) That’s a
significant amount of equity in your home,
roughly $1.1 million, but it will definitely be
needed to achieve the properties required to
hit your $50,000 retirement income goal.
The first step will be to set up a home
equity line of credit [HELOC] against your
personal residence. This will give you access
to the capital needed to start purchasing
investment properties for the first three
years. Unfortunately, the bank will not
provide you the full $1.1 million of equity
that is in your personal residence. Banks
will only provide 65% of that amount, so the

GETTING STARTED IN YOUR 50s: ALLEN AND ANNA CASTABAN
Allen Castaban was 56 when he and his wife, Anna, purchased their
first investment property. While Castaban says coming up with the
appropriate funds for a down payment was a major reason behind his
delayed entry into the market, a certain amount of wariness was also a
factor. “I was skeptical,” he says. “It almost looks too easy to do, right? I
was thinking, ‘Why isn’t everybody doing this?’”
In 2014, one of Castaban’s closest friends, Realtor and frequent
CREW contributor Michael Dominguez, had recently started his own
foray into investing. Their regular card games often involved Dominguez encouraging Castaban to find an
investment property of his own. After holding off to see how Dominguez made out, Castaban followed suit
and purchased his first legal two-unit dwelling in “a relatively not bad area” of Oshawa.
Castaban’s experiences so far have not been quite as easy as he envisioned them to be. “Dealing with
tenants was a little bit of a problem at the beginning,” he says, adding that his and his wife’s full-time
jobs in Toronto made tending to tenant needs in Oshawa a challenge, eventually prompting them to hire a
property manager. “Of course it eats into your cash flow, but it can’t be helped,” Castaban says. “I decided
that if I didn’t get a property manager, I couldn’t do it.”
Currently in possession of five properties, with a sixth currently being renovated, Castaban is unsure
if he and Anna will purchase any more homes. “Right now, we can generate enough income to buffer our
pension and have a relatively easy life,” he says. “I might buy one more – maybe not, maybe yes.”
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REAL ESTATE DEALS?
You could be missing out on
lucrative opportunities...
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available equity will be roughly $710,000.
Although you have plenty of capital to
invest from your personal residence, in order
to find cash-flowing properties to meet your
retirement income goal, you’ll need to look
outside your hometown. This can challenge
the mindset of many investors, but if cash
flow is the objective, you’ll need to find real
estate markets that actually generate it.
One example would be Edmonton,
which is slowly recovering from a
lengthy recession. Real estate inventory
is abundant, providing great buying
opportunities for investors. If purchased
and rented right, properties in Edmonton
can cash-flow between $250 and $400 per
month, which is the target. The type of
properties that will generate this level of
cash flow will be suited houses or town
homes with three bedrooms or more.
You will look for motivated sellers whose
properties can be purchased below market
value and provide equity from day one. This
will be extremely important in the second
phase of this strategy, as you’ll be pulling
the equity to make purchases further down
the road. The benefit of having equity from
the beginning is it provides insurance in
case the real estate market starts to decline;
more significantly, it provides you with an
immediate return on your investment.

The ongoing strategy

If you get started at 50, you will need to be
aggressive in your investment plan, using the
following purchase timeline:

Investment purchase timeline
Year 1

Three properties

Year 2

Three properties

Year 3

Four properties

Year 6

Two properties

Phase 2

In Year 6, the first 10 properties will have
appreciated, and their mortgages will also
be reduced. This equity will help set up the
second phase of your plan, which is to pull
some of the capital from these properties to
fund the purchase of two more.

Most of these properties will be purchased
within the first three years, using your home
equity. The remaining properties will be
purchased in Year 6 using the equity earned
from the properties purchased in the first
three years.
The execution of the plan will come in
two phases.

Phase 1

Acquire cash-flowing properties using the
capital available through a line of credit
against your personal residence. This
$710,000 will help fund the purchase of
10 properties in the first three years. The
properties will be purchased with an equity
position from day one and will also achieve a
target cash flow of $250 to $400 per month.

Market
price
Year 6

Mortgage
pay-down
Year 6

Equity
available
Year 6

Property 1

$207,100

$11,500

$28,600

Property 2

$207,100

$11,500

$28,600

Property 3

$207,100

$11,500

$28,600

Property 4

$207,100

$9,200

$18,300

Property 5

$207,100

$9,200

$18,300

Property 6

$207,100

$9,200

$18,300

Property 7

$207,100

$6,900

$8,000

Property 8

$433,956

$9,000

$27,956

Property 9

$433,956

$9,000

$27,956

Property
10

$433,956

$9,000

$27,956

Total

$2,751,568

$232,568

Phase 1: Purchase strategy

Year
1

Year
2

Year
3

Property
type

Purchase
price

Market price

Cash
invested

Rent amount

Monthly cash
flow

Annual cash
flow

Monthly cash
flow Year 6

Annual cash
flow Year 6

Property 1

Townhome

$180,000

$190,000

$52,500

$1,295

$275

$3,300

$315

$3,780

Property 2

Townhome

$180,000

$190,000

$52,500

$1,295

$275

$3,300

$315

$3,780

Property 3

Townhome

$180,000

$190,000

$52,500

$1,295

$275

$3,300

$315

$3,780

Property 4

Townhome

$190,000

$198,000

$55,000

$1,295

$275

$3,300

$315

$3,780

Property 5

Townhome

$190,000

$198,000

$55,000

$1,295

$275

$3,300

$315

$3,780

Property 6

Townhome

$190,000

$198,000

$55,000

$1,295

$275

$3,300

$315

$3,780

Property 7

Townhome

$200,000

$206,000

$57,500

$1,295

$275

$3,300

$315

$3,780

Property 8

Single-family
home

$400,000

$415,000

$110,000

$1,895

$500

$6,000

$545

$6,540

Property 9

Single-family
home

$400,000

$415,000

$110,000

$1,895

$500

$6,000

$545

$6,540

Property 10

Single-family
home

$400,000

$415,000

$110,000

$1,895

$500

$6,000

$545

$6,540

$2,510,000

$2,615,000

$710,000

$3,425

$41,100

$3,840

$46,080

Total

Assuming 1% appreciation, 2% annual rent increase, 5% for repairs/maintenance, 5% for vacancy, 10% for management fees/taxes
Cash invested = 25% down payment, closing costs and reserve funds
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BUILDING YOUR INVESTMENT TEAM
You won’t be able to achieve your retirement income goal without assembling a solid investment
team before buying any property. Building a team is a bit of a cliché, but for this particular
strategy, you’ll need to be more specific in which professionals you choose to work with.
MORTGAGE BROKER
You’ll need a mortgage broker with experience in real estate investment to help you
execute this strategy. It’s important to communicate your plan to the mortgage broker so they
can determine how best to arrange financing for each property. Getting 13 mortgages will be a
challenge, but a seasoned broker should be able to provide you with several options to secure
financing for the entire portfolio.
Even if you have plenty of equity in your home to get things started, financing all 12
properties will still be a challenge. The first four to five properties should be relatively easy;
it’s properties six through twelve that will be the obstacle. Again, having an experienced
mortgage broker who understands the world of real estate investing will be crucial to helping
you achieve your income goal.
REAL ESTATE AGENT
Having an experienced, real-estate-investment-focused Realtor will also be very
important, as finding quality cash-flowing properties is key to the success of this strategy. You
want someone who has experience understanding property analysis for investment and, more
importantly, can help you find motivated sellers with properties that hit the cash-flow target of
$250 to $400 per month. Motivated sellers are everywhere; you just need to ensure you have a
great Realtor to help you find them.

Phase 2: Equity take-out and purchase
Equity available*: $151,169

Year 6

Property type

Purchase price

Market price

Cash invested

Rent amount

Monthly cash
flow

Annual cash
flow

Property 11

Townhome

$215,000

$225,000

$61,250

$1,458

$250

$3,000

Property 12

Townhome

$215,000

$225,000

$61,250

$1,458

$250

$3,000

$430,000

$450,000

$122,500

$500

$6,000

Total

Total cash flow after Year 6

$52,080

*Bank-approved equity take-out in Year 6: $232,568 x 65% of amount = $151,169

With all 12 properties purchased, you will
be able to achieve your target of $50,000 in
annual retirement income. With modest rent
increases, you will actually more than exceed
your target and also accumulate equity of
more than $1.1 million.
Once you have hit your portfolio target
of 12 properties, my recommendation
would be to use your rental income to pay
down your lines of credit before you retire.
The best part is that the tenants are the
ones paying it down; by the time you hit
retirement age, it should be mostly paid off.
For some folks in their 50s, having that
much equity at the beginning of the plan
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may not be possible, but don’t give up on
your goal. There is always a way. Start with
what you have available. You many need
to work with joint-venture partners to
help you fund your remaining properties.
Raising JV funds is a completely separate
topic (read more about it on page 12), but
it’s a strategy that has helped countless
investors, myself included, meet their
investment goals.
So, is it too late to get started in real
estate at the age of 50? Absolutely not.
Start with clear investment goals and build
a sound plan. With a solid team and the
right mindset, you can achieve it.
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Your portfolio at age 65
Original purchase value of all
properties

$2,940,000.00

Market value of properties in
Year 15

$3,633,779.68

Mortgage balance in Year 15

$2,500,400.00

Equity available

$1,133,379.68

Monthly cash flow at Year 15

$5,121.20

Annual cash flow

$61,454.40
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• Engage with your peers through
facilitated networking opportunities and
the delegate drinks reception

EXPO PASS

$67

• Explore the variety of opportunities from
Multi-Family, Exempt Market & Turn Key
Solutions
• Participate in dialogue and debate that
will challenge, stimulate and inspire you

BE

SUPER EARLY BIRD ST
EDITORS PASS
$199

NO SALES
PITCH PLEDGE
Promises top-notch content with
no sales presentations or your
money back (for Editor’s Room
and Workshop Room only).

EDITORS PASS

$309

ENDS FEBRUARY 23, 2018
• Access to Expo Hall
• Access to Strategy Stage
• Free refreshments
• Opening Keynote session
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• Access to all Editor’s Room

• Plated gala luncheon
• Unlimited drinks at joint
venture cocktail reception
• No Sales Pitch Pledge
• Full hospitality
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For more information, call us at 1-855-283-2721 or email us at: registration@kmimedia.ca

theinvestorforum.ca

#InvestorForumCA

